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Washing instructions:
Handwash in warm water. Do not scour. Dishwasher safe at low setting, ensuring
other items don’t ‘chink’ against the mug.
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IMPORTANT PLEASE NOTE:

1. Print at 'actual size' turn off 'fit to page'.
2. Cut along the dotted line, use reverse for child’s artwork.

Note ‘TOP’ and ensure artwork is correct orientation.
3. For best results - paper weight must be 100gsm or more.
4. Use bright colours, felt pens and paint give the best

results DO NOT USE PENCIL or PENCIL CRAYON as pale
colours will not print well.

5. The edges and corners may be trimmed during
production so keep names and ages etc away from the
edge of the paper and out of the corners.

6. Add the child's name/age to the actual artwork if you wish
it to appear on the finished product. We do not add to or
amend any artwork.
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